Dear Bradley County & Cleveland City,
While recently walking, to get out of the house, I passed a community
leader. After exchanging hellos from our designated sides of the road, I
asked how best to pray for her considering the magnitude of the challenges
and decisions facing our leaders. Without hesitation she said, “Calm. Pray for
calm.”
As we talked, she described the need for our community to stay calm and
not hoard, for parents not to panic about teaching their children, but to stay
calm and parent; stay calm and love their children and to stay calm and focus
on their families. And most importantly to stay calm and trust in the Lord.
We parted ways but I couldn’t get my mind off of the phrase “keep calm”
and before arriving home I had stopped to google the history of the iconic
and arguably overused phrase “Keep Calm and Carry On.” The phrase
originated from a poster the British Government created as a message of
inspiration at the onset of WWII. As It turns out they never were distributed
and most of the 2 million copies were recycled, however, in 2000, a
Northern England bookstore discovered an original copy and since then it
has become global meme. The message from community leaders then and
now are the same - Keep Calm.
Chris Schelich, our Program Coordinator here at U-Turn, reflected on this
idea of calm in Matthew 8:23-27, where Jesus’ disciples found themselves in
the middle of a life-threatening storm. They needed calm and as Chris notes
“…the exact amount of effort put forth in the storm is matched in the calm
instituted by Christ’s command...Where there is a ‘great storm’ in Matthew
and Mark, there is a ‘great calm’ ushered forth from Jesus’ rebuke. Being
reassured, the disciples marveled. Some were in awe; all were left with
questions.”
We still have so many questions as our community continues to face and
recover from the effects of COVID-19, but may we take the advice of past
leaders along with the power of Christ which allows us to experience a calm
we can carry into all situations and to all people.
With Warmest Regards,

Ginger Robinson
Promoting Healing, Hope, and Happiness
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